
Appendix D

Centralized Aggregation

S everal centralized techniques have been developed that can answer the needs of local com-
putation of the agents. We have sometimes checked preliminarily their relevance in pure

centralized settings. While the tests available are too restricted to allow clear conclusions, they
gave many hints that were useful in the design of described protocols. The techniques and some
tests are mentioned here for completeness.

A new type of notion of consistency, ε1ε2Φ-consistency, is introduced in Section D.1.
ε1ε2Φ-consistency is a notion of consistency meant for characterizing representations and is an
approximation of global consistency (Silaghi et al. 2000d; 2001j; 2001m).

D.1 ε1ε2Φ-Consistency

Consistencies are reduction operators mostly used to simplify a (sub)problem during search. How-
ever, consistency can be use to simplify a subproblem that may occur often in the future problems.
In this last case, the challenge is to find a representation which can be used efficiently in future
contexts, and which contains as much important information as possible. Saving the whole so-
lution space of a NCSP is out of discussion since even with floating point limitations, the space
requirements to store all the solution points is usually intractable. In contrast, Bound consistent or
Arc-consistent domains (Gelle 1998) are cheaper to store, but contain relatively little information.

A natural alternative to the punctual approach is to cover the spectrum of solutions for in-
equalities using a reduced number of subsets from IRn. Usually, these subsets are chosen with
known and simple properties (interval boxes, polytopes, ellipsoid) (Jaulin 1994). For related work
see (Jaulin 1994; Garloff & Graf 1999; Sam-Haroud & Faltings 1996; Benhamou & Goualard 2000).
Section 5.2.3 describes an algorithm for dynamically constructing an interval-box covering, for a set
of equality/inequality constraints, according to a “maintaining local consistency” search schema.
It builds on the feasibility test proposed in (Benhamou & Goualard 2000). This allows for robustly
constructing sound boxes and devising efficient splitting heuristics for search. The output is a
union of boxes which conservatively encloses the solution set.

D.1.1 Definition of ε1ε2Φ-Consistency

Definition D.1 A constraint whose variables take values in a non-discrete (sub)set of real num-
bers, IR, is called real constraint.

Let c(x1, . . . xn) be a real constraint with arity n. The relation defined by c, denoted by ρc, is the
set of tuples satisfying c. The global relation defined by the conjunction of all the constraints of an
NCSP, C is denoted ρC . It can be approximated by a computer-representable superset or subset.
In the first case the approximation is complete but may contain points that are not solutions.
Conversely, in the second case, the approximation is sound but may lose certain solutions. A
relation ρ can be approximated conservatively by the smallest (with respect to set inclusion) union
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of boxes, Unionρ, or more coarsely by the smallest box Outerρ, containing it. By using boxes
included into ρ, sound (inner) approximations Innerρ can also be defined.

This section describes a class of outer approximations projected on a subset of variables and
characterized by a property that we call ε1ε2Φ-consistency. ε1ε2Φ-consistency is a weaker version
of global consistency, which only considers approximations of certain projections of the solution
space. Such representations can be constructed as a preprocessing technique for speeding up further
queries.

When a representation of all the solutions of a NCSP has to be built, or even its projection
to a quite limited number of variables, the precision is the most constraining factor. The space
required depends exponentially on this precision. The analytic representation itself is very efficient
in space, but is less easy to visualize and offers less topological information. The amount of
aggregation on solutions is a second factor that controls the required space. The improvements
that can be achieved depend on the problem at hand. The next definition introduces the notion of
ε1ε2Φ-consistency which allows for characterizing the representation of the solution space for any
projection on a given subset of variables.

Definition D.2 (εΦ-solution) An εΦ-solution of a NCSP N is a box denoted by νN ,ε = I1 ×
...× In (n is the number of variables in N ) such that the search tool Φ with resolution ε (splitting
and contracting operators) cannot reduce it or decide the absence of solutions inside it.
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Figure D.1: Example of εΦ-solutions: a) completely feasible box; b) indiscernible box.

An εΦ-solution is therefore either a completely feasible box, or a box in which Φ cannot find
an infeasible box with all dimensions larger than ε. Techniques like those in Section 5.2.3 can be
used to obtain boxes that are either completely feasible, or that have all dimensions lower than ε
(see Figure D.1). ε can be seen as a vector {ε1, ..., εn}, where εi is the resolution chosen for xi.
Further we consider for simplicity that εi = εj ,∀i, j.

Definition D.3 (ε1ε2Φ-consistency) A constraint c(x1, ...xk) of a NCSP N = (V,C,D) is
ε1ε2Φ-consistent related to the variables in X = {x1, ..., xk}, X⊆V , iff:

ρN |X ⊆ ρc, ∀v ∈ Dx1
×...×Dxk

, v ∈ ρc ⇒ ∃νN,ε2 , ∃b ∈ νN ,ε2 |X , | v − b |< ε1

ρN |X represents the projection of the n dimension-ary solution space of N , denoted ρN , into the
space X. When all the solutions of a NCSP, N , are contained in an ε2Φ-solution (Figure D.1), a
corresponding worst approximation ε1ε2Φ-consistent constraint C ofN is obtained as in Figure D.2.

Theorem D.1 Let C be an ε1ε2Φ-consistent constraint for a NCSP, N . Let S be a set of
εΦ-solutions, ρN ⊆ S. Any constraint C ′ such that S |vars(C)⊆ ρC′ ⊆ ρC is an ε1ε2Φ-consistent
constraint for N .

Proof. Referring to the projections of the same εΦ-solutions as C, the Euclidean distance condition

(a′≤a ≤ ε1) is respected by any element of ρC′ (Figure D.3).

Definition D.4 The conjunction of two constraints C1, respectively C2, is a constraint C, C =
C1 ∧ C2, such that ρC = ρC1

∩ ρC2
.
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Figure D.2: Simple example of an ε1ε2Φ-consistent constraint C of a NCSP, N . C is here a space
surrounded by the box with rounded corners: a) building on a completely feasible box; b) building
on an indiscernible box.
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Figure D.3: Any outer approximation constraint C ′, whose feasible set ρC′ = rC ′ is contained in
an ε1ε2Φ-consistent constraint C, ρC = rC, is ε1ε2Φ-consistent.

Definition D.5 The disjunction of two constraints C1, respectively C2, is a constraint C, C =
C1 ∨ C2, such that ρC = ρC1

∪ ρC2
.

Let C be the conjunction of two ε1ε2Φ-consistent constraints, C1 for a NCSP, N1, respectively
C2 for a NCSP, N2. C is not necessarily an ε1ε2Φ-consistent constraint for the NCSP N1 ∪ N2.
Intuitively, the intersection of two εΦ-solutions in the two NCSPs may not be an εΦ-solution.

Theorem D.2 Let C be the disjunction of two ε1ε2Φ-consistent constraints, C1 for a NCSP, N1,
respectively C2 for a NCSP, N2. C is an ε1ε2Φ-consistent constraint for the NCSP N1 ∨N2.

Proof. Any εΦ-solution of N1 or N2 is an εΦ-solution of N1 ∨ N2. Therefore any element of ρC1 ∪ ρC2 ,

belonging either to ρC1 or to ρC2 , is within Euclidean distance ε2 from a an εΦ-solution.

The next corollary follows:

Corollary D.2.1 An ε1ε2Φ-consistent NCSP whose solution space is contained in a set, S, of
ε2-solutions can be obtained as the union of outer approximations of each box in S, where the
precision of the approximation is ε1/

√
2 (see Theorem D.1).

D.1.2 Example of ε1ε2Φ-consistent constraints

We now illustrate a simple example of an ε1ε2Φ-consistent constraint, namely the ε1ε2Φ-consistent
binary bitmap constraint. Let N be a NCSP with variables {x1, x2, ..., xn}, each variable xk taking
its value in an interval [ak, bk]. Given two distinct variables, xi and xj , a projection of a numeric
constraint, ci, on xi, xj can be approximated with a bitmap representation. In (Sam-Haroud
& Faltings 1996; Lottaz 2000; Silaghi et al. 2000c), a cell in a tree or bitmap is feasible when
assignments for xi and xj can be found in it such that ci is satisfied. By constraint propagation,
the global infeasibility of some cells can be detected. These representations help in solving N , but
also in giving hints about the geometry of the solution space.
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Figure D.4: A bitmap ε1ε2Φ-consistent constraint with feasible space C for a NCSP, N , whose
solution space projection on x, y is S|xy

. The grid resolution is ε1/
√
2. The cell A belongs to C

since it intersects the projection of an εΦ-solution s, s|xy
.

ε1ε2Φ-consistency is also a result of the separate consideration of these two different targets,
namely solving and analyzing N . ε1ε2Φ-consistency is not meant for solving N , but rather it is
obtained as a result of solving. Instead, an ε1ε2Φ-consistent constraint signals regions containing
global solutions of N (somewhat similar to global consistency). It can be used as a redundant
constraint for improving further solving of NCSPs of the type N ∧N ′ where N ′ is a NCSP. This
is useful when several NCSPs with a common part have to be solved successively.

D.1.3 Building ε1ε2Φ-consistent bitmap constraints

The procedure UCA6 can be adapted for generating the feasible cells for representing an
ε1ε2Φ-consistent bitmap constraint on a set X of variables. This is done by filtering out of P,
the boxes of search space (bitmap cells), whose points are closer to the found solution (line 13.1)
than a distance ε1. The distance is computed in the space defined by the variables in X. The
procedure required for obtaining ε1ε2Φ-consistent bitmap constraints is called UCA7 and is given
in Algorithm 36.

procedure UCA7(C = (V,C,D): NCSP) do
P = [[{OCρC (D), C, {Bq(OCρC (D))}}]];

35.1 while (getNext(P, C, solution)) do
U ← {solution}∪U ;
mark as feasible the bitmap cells intersecting {solution};

35.2 while non-empty(P) and (marked-feasible-head(P)) do
P ← tail(P);

return U ;

Algorithm 36: The Search procedure for bitmap ε1ε2Φ-consistent representations.

In order to build an ε1ε2Φ-consistent bitmap constraint, one has to filter out of P feasible bitmap
cells. To avoid repeated return to cells found feasible and to avoid generating multiplications of the
elements of the list, P, during this filtering, the splitting of the boxes is preferably performed along
the borders that separate the bitmap cells. Whenever ε1 >> ε2, there may be no appropriate cell
border to reduce the size of (indiscernible) boxes. Boxes are then split along directions that are
not cell borders, as in Figure 5.13. Filtering bitmap cells is performed by eliminating from P all
boxes completely contained in cells that are marked as feasible.

For the examples in Figure 5.13, and given a bitmap generated by a grid with width ε1/
√
2,

the splitting strategies shown in Figure D.5 are added to the previous ones. The chosen splitting
line is the grid line that satisfies the splitting paradigm (bisection or separation of feasible regions)
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Figure D.5: Splitting when bitmap cell boundaries intersect the current box, parallelly with the
chosen split direction: a) Strategies with two indiscernible results; b) Strategies with one indis-
cernible result.

procedure splitFeasible(in:B,C,{Bi};inout:B ∈ [{IIn,NCSP, {IIn}} | ]) do
36.1 q ← choose {inequality}∈ C, Bq ∈ {Bi};
36.2 for (the closest external grid line to a bound b of some variable x of q in Bq (e.q. in

descending order of the relative distance rd to the corresponding bound in B) ) do
36.3 if (rd <frag) continue;

B’ ← Bf(x,b)[Bq,B];
B ← Bu(x,b)[Bq,B];
B ← [{B’, C \ {q}, {Bi} \Bq} | B ];

B ← [{B, C, {Bi}} | B ];

procedure splitIneq(in:B,C,{Bi};inout:B ∈ [{IIn,NCSP, {IIn}} | ]) do
36.4 q ← choose {inequality, Bq ∈ IIn} ∈ C;
36.5 x ← choose variable of q given C;

B ← [{B 1
2
rg(x)[B], C, {Bi}} | B ];

B ← [{B 1
2
lg(x)[B], C, {Bi}} | B ];

procedure splitEq(in:B,C,{Bi};inout:B ∈ [{IIn,NCSP, {IIn}} | ]) do
36.6 q ← choose {equality} ∈ C;
36.7 x ← choose variable of q given C;

B ← [{B 1
2
rg(x)[B], C, {Bi}} | B ];

B ← [{B 1
2
lg(x)[B], C, {Bi}} | B ];

Algorithm 37: Splitting operators for bitmap ε1ε2Φ-consistent constraints.

and is the closest to the ideal choice defined as in Figure 5.13. The split procedures are shown in
Algorithm 37. The next notations, used in Algorithm 37, are defined as:

* B 1
2
rg(x)[B] is the (indiscernible) box obtained from B by splitting the variable x along a grid

line close to half and retaining its upper part.

* B 1
2
lg(x)[B] is the (indiscernible) box obtained from B by splitting the variable x along a grid

line close to half and retaining its lower part.

The splitting strategies with the immediate subsequent filtering of P is not sufficient for guar-
anteeing that a cell detected as feasible will not be rummaged again. As shown in Figure D.6,
when the priority in splitting is not completely given to grid lines, a cell may be reached again
later. Such cases can still be cheaply detected relatively early, by checking if the current box is
already marked feasible, whenever it is completely contained in a cell (not intersected by any grid
line).

Lemma D.1 When the splitting is done along a grid line/hyper-plan whenever a grid line inter-
sects the current box, the line 35.2 of procedure UCA7 filters out of P all the boxes contained in
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Figure D.6: The filtering power is reduced if the splitting is not done along grid lines, when such
lines intersect the current box. Here one cannot filter out the box b, so that the current feasible
cell will be scanned again.

the last feasible cell.

Proof. Let us assume (Figure D.7) that the bitmap cell, c, has just been found feasible due to an
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Figure D.7: Boxes in proof of Lemma D.1.

εΦ-solution B∗. We have to prove that no box B, whose projection is contained in c, is placed in P after
a box B′ which projects partly in another cell, c′.

Let us imagine that the previous affirmation does not hold. P is treated in FIFO order. It means that

the box B strictly contained in c (does not contain B∗) has been split apart from a box B0 containing

B′ and B∗. Therefore the boxes B∗ and B0 have been separated along a line/hyper-plan that is not a

cell border, while a grid line/hyper-plan has intersected the current box across B0 (the projection of B0

intersects both c and c′).

Theorem D.3 If the splitting is done along a grid line whenever a grid line intersects the current
box, then the search does never return to a bitmap cell found feasible in an ε1ε2Φ-consistent bitmap
constraint.

Proof. In order to return to a feasible cell c, part of c should belong to a box, B in P (Figure D.8). If B

is completely contained in c, it would have been filtered out in UCA7 (Lemma D.1). Therefore B contains

parts of another bitmap cell, c′. B therefore intersects a grid line/hyper-plane. Since c is marked feasible,

it means that a box, B′, intersecting c, has been proved to be εΦ-solution. When B′ has been separated

from B, the splitting action has separated c in two. Therefore that split was not performed along a grid

line/hyper-plane. When B intersects a grid border, the hypothesis is also contradicted and the proof is

complete.

D.2 Aggregations

In this section are detailed few results of preliminary experiments of centralized techniques used
by agents in pure centralized settings. The set of available tests for this setting is very limited and
therefore the results are not clear.
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Figure D.8: Boxes in proof of Theorem D.3.

First we give tests available for ordered domains with intervals and bound consistency, then
tests for discrete domains with arc consistency AC7.

D.2.1 Experiments for ordered domains

Graph coloring problems were chosen for running the preliminary tests we report in this section.
We consider the problem of coloring the n nodes of an indirected graph with C colors, so that no
two nodes with the same color are linked by an edge. When all the possible colors for the nodes
are ordered, the constraints of a graph coloring problem are matrices full of 1 entries, except for
the elements of the main diagonal. This particularity makes them attractive for aggregation-based
methods. The density of the order, as defined in the introduction is affected by the number of
colors in a graph coloring problem. The minimal density is 0 for 2-coloring problems, the maximal
density is 2 since it cannot exceed the arity of the graph. A 3-coloring problem has a density of
0.66 while a 4-coloring has a density of 1.

The experiments were mainly run on 3-coloring problems, these problems having a relatively
high density and sizes of domains reasonable enough to perform a significant number of tests.

The problems are generated in such a way that they have at least one solution and that they
fall in the peak of difficulty, as described in (Hogg 1996). More precisely, the graphs generated are
padded coloring problems with pre-specified coloring and an average of 4.9 arcs per node (Hogg
1996). We have also taken into account the fact for a graph coloring problems all assignments
obtained by any permutation of the colors in the given solution is also a solution. In the case
of 3 colors, by stripping an edge at random to allow only one pair of colors, we ensure that no
redundant permutations of solutions are generated.

The parameter we have used for our comparisons is the ratio between the running time of the
algorithms on the same problems, on the same machines and with the same heuristics. We have
run about 400,000 tests on problems with sizes between 20 and 100 variables. The results for each
size of problem is averaged over about 10,000 instances.

As expected, FMBC1 brings the better improvements for problems with large sizes. The gain
brought in by the use of bound-consistency maintenance is shown in the graph D.9. The tests shows
that FCPR was generally better than the classical algorithm, with or without Bound-Consistency.
The ratio as a function of the size of the problem is shown in Figure D.10. There was a small
percentage (0−5%) of problems, generally very easy with a few number of variables, that performed
better without aggregation. This is due to the fact that the aggregation procedure still has some
overhead due to the ordering of directions and to multidimensional aggregations. The negative
difference obtained in that case were less than seconds. However, some hard instances with the
same parameters took days without aggregation and were solved in a few minutes with aggregations.

The behavior of FMBC1 was also tested for finding the first solution. As described in Fig-
ure D.11, FMBC1 performs better than maintaining bound-consistency without aggregation for
hard problems. It was slightly over-performed only in some simple cases. The gain increases with
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Figure D.9: Maintaining Bound-Consistency: the average ratio between the time needed by FMBC1
and FCPR vs. the number of variables. The scale is logarithmic. At 70 variable, FMBC1 is in
average about 90 times faster in finding all solutions.
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Figure D.10: Finding All the Solutions: the ratio between the time needed by a classical backtrack-
ing on dual representation with maintaining bound-consistency and FMBC1 vs. the number of
variables. The scale is logarithmic. For example at 100 variable, FMBC1 was in average about 80
times faster in finding all solutions.
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Figure D.11: Finding the First Solution: the average ratio between the time needed by a classi-
cal backtracking on dual representation with maintaining bound-consistency and FMBC1, vs. the
number of variables. The scale is logarithmic scale. For example at 100 variable, FMBC1 was
about 10 times faster in finding the first solution.
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Figure D.12: Compression of the solution space: the ratio between the space needed to represent
all the solutions by a search algorithm with maintaining bound-consistency and FMBC1 vs. the
number of variables.

the difficulty and with the size of the problem. We can therefore cautiously infer that FMBC1
might be advisable for finding the first solution as well. This result was not expected since FMBC1
is likely to compute unnecessary solutions by aggregation.

It was interesting to study the efficiency of the compression offered by FMBC1 for representing
the solutions (Figure D.12). As expected, the compression rate augments with the size of the
problem.

D.2.2 QMAC-CPR

In this version our goal is still to compute maximal neighborhood interchangeable sets at each
node in order to optimize the aggregations. We have however observed that performing a full
forward checking on all future variables at each node, as in MAC-CPR, is not necessarily the best
choice. If we only look for the first solution, a lot of useless work will be done at each node for
pruning irrelevant parts of the search tree (i.e. for all the values of the current variable that will
never be chosen). Performing a full FC may also entangle eventual benefits from early reductions,
via Arc-Consistency, of the domains of the future variables. Such propagation can indeed reach
domain wipe-outs or detect inconsistencies before the whole FC is done. A similar argument is
presented in (Bessière et al. 1999) where it is argued that AC can be improved by performing the
propagation immediately after a value is deleted. This was presented as an AC queue ordering
heuristic.

In the new algorithm we propose, we have come up with a compromise that fulfills the criteria of:
building stronger aggregations at each step, early propagating AC and FC deletions and avoiding
useless FC checks on postponed branches.

The idea is to enforce AC on the future variables immediately after the domain of any single
future variable is pruned. This is done after the corresponding partial interchangeable sets Iij
is built (i.e. the one concerning only the current variable i and the pruned future variable j).
AC is maintained after any such set Ikij ∈ Iij is chosen (figure 5.10). The early propagation of
deletions obtained that way can also prune values from other future variables that are neighbors
with the current variable. When this occurs, an additional gain, proportional with the domain size
is obtained. In effect, no value in the current interchangeable set will have to be checked against
the pruned value.

Moreover, the cost of finding the first solution may decrease. Performing FC on the other

future variables for the values in partial interchangeable sets I
l(l 6=k)
ij that are different from the one

actually chosen is postponed until a backtracking occurs, with no additional cost. The gain may
not appear if the difference in merging throws us on a worse branch first.

The corresponding technique is described in the Algorithm 38. The function Solve will re-
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procedure Solve(currCP, varCrt, varFut, currFD) do
if (varFut==nil) then

if (existsNextVar(varCrt)) then
v=getNextVar(varCrt);

38.1 add(currCP,domain(v));
newFD=project(currFD,v);
solve(currCP,v,getFirstFutVar(v),newFD);

else
ReportSolution(currCP);

return;

38.2 dt=DT(varCrt, varFut, currFD);
while (!empty(dt)) do

38.3 dts=next(dt);
38.4 newCP=intersectCP(currCP, dts, varCrt);

if (modifies(dts,currCP,currFD)) then
38.5 newFD=propagate(currFD,dts,varFut);

if empty(newFD) then
continue;

else
newFD=currFD;

38.6 if (existFutureVariable(varCrt, varFut)) then
newFutureVar=getNextFutVar(varCrt,varFut);

38.7 solve(newCP,varCrt,newFutureVar,newFD);

else
v=getNextVar(varCrt);

38.8 add(newCP,domain(v));
newFD=project(newFD,v);
solve(newCP,v,getFirstFutVar(v),newFD);

Algorithm 38: QMAC-CPR

cursively search the solution. The parameter currCP represents the Cartesian product of the
current labels of the instantiated variables. varCrt is the current variable. The currently active
values in its domain are in currCP as well. The parameter varFut points to the neighbor fu-
ture variable to be analyzed in this iteration, if any. If there is no neighbor future variable to
analyze, then varFut is nil. currFD is the Cartesian product of the currently active values in
the domains of the future variables. At the beginning, AC is initialized (we have used AC3.1
and AC7) and the obtained AC domain for the variable i is noted D0

i . getF irstFutV ar(v) re-
turns the first future neighbor variable of v if any exists, otherwise nil. Then Solve is called with
Solve(D0

0, 0, getF irstFutV ar(0), D
0
1× ...×D0

n). dt represents a discrimination tree computed with
the function DT () at line 38.2. The algorithm used is the same with the one in (Haselböck 1993a).
The iterator next(dt) returns a structure containing a pair of consistent interchangeable sets in
varCrt and varFut. intersectCP (currCP, dts, varCrt) computes the Cartesian product obtained
from the partial solution received in currCP when the domain of the current variable varCrt in
dts is intersected with the one in currCP .

At each node of the search, we first compute (line 38.2) the partial neighborhood interchangeable
sets. The structures of AC3.1, respectively AC7 are used to improve the computation of the
discrimination tree. The vectors last are used in order to avoid checking tuples already tested
during the propagation of AC. Afterwards, we iterate for each set (line 38.3) the actualization of
the new current partial solution (line 38.4) and that of the future active domains (line 38.5). The
propagation of the pruning of the future domains is done using AC. It occurs if any domain was
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Figure D.13: Snapshot at current variable xk.

changed. If one more future neighbor variable exists (line 38.6), we create for it a child node in the
search tree at line 38.7. Otherwise, we choose a new variable from the future ones and we add its
domain to the Cartesian product of the actual partial solution (line 38.8), before the corresponding
child node is built.

As desired, at line 38.5 we propagate the Arc-Consistency earlier than if it is done after forward
checking all the future variables. That would be required in order to built the discrimination trees
for the partial neighborhood interchangeability against all future variables at once. However,
the result was shown in (Choueiry & Noubir 1998) to be identical, since the hierarchy of partial
interchangeabilities is a tree. Moreover, the computation of the interchangeable sets is performed in
a more depth-first fashion than in (Hubbe & Freuder 1992). Therefore, if we would not propagate
AC, but just perform FC, we already obtain a version of FC-CPR that is improved for finding the
first solution.

A drawback of the previously presented algorithm may be that the stack with the structures
needed by AC increases in size for graphs of constraints of high density, especially if versions of
AC requiring many structures are used (AC7, AC3.1). However, since many of the nodes show to
not change the domains of the variables, the corresponding stack do not need to be used for those
nodes. Most often, only the first variables from a set of future neighbors change the domains,
therefore we could say that we perform AC after the first rather than after the last of the future
neighbor variables was used for partitioning. In practice it happened sometimes that we needed
similar AC structures on the stack with QMAC-CPR as with MAC-CPR, even if the technique
was included in MAC-CPR as well. However, if one decides not to use the AC7 queue heuristic
of (Bessière et al. 1999), than he can implement the propagation as described in the section D.2.4.

D.2.3 Comparing QMAC-CPR and MAC-CPR

In this section we will show that QMAC-CPR is theoretically better that MAC-CPR in term of
power of aggregation. While MAC-CPR guarantees maximal partial neighborhood interchangeable
sets, QMAC-CPR produces maximal aggregations based on a more global form of interchangeabil-
ity. As the experiments will show, this does not mean that in practice, the difference of efficiency is
significant. To give an intuition of the theoretical superiority of QMAC-CPR, we start by present-
ing an illustrative example. We will then give a theoretical proof before presenting a preliminary
experimental evaluation.

D.2.3.1 Illustrative example

In Figure D.13 we present an example where QMAC-CPR gives a better aggregation that MAC-
CPR. In the figure is presented the status when the xk is the current variable. In the domain of
xk we have the active values vk(l−1)

, vkl
and vk(l+1)

. The active values for xk+1 are v(k+1)(j−1)
,
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v(k+1)j and for xk+2, v(k+2)i and v(k+2)(i+1)
. The arrows show values that are eliminated when the

value at the starting point of the vectors are chosen for the corresponding variable. We see that
the current problem is AC. In the next description, due to space, we will disregard the branches
where the value vk(l−1)

is chosen alone for the instantiation of the variable xk. We refer to the
pairs (currCP,currFD) as pairs of Cartesian products,

In the presented situation, MAC-CPR will first create the pairs of Cartesian products

({vk(l−1)
}, {v(k+1)(j−1)

, v(k+1)j} × {v(k+2)i , v(k+2)(i+1)}),

({vkl
}, {v(k+1)j} × {v(k+2)i}),

({vk(l+1)
}, {v(k+1)j} × {v(k+2)i , v(k+2)(i+1)}),

and only after the third pair is chosen and AC is enforced, will it become ({vk(l+1)
}, {v(k+1)j} ×

{v(k+2)i}). But in that moment the branch induced by the second pair will already have been
solved, the solution lost, and there is no mean to infer the solution of this new branch.

When faced with the same situation, QMAC-CPR will first consider the xk+1 as future variable.
In that step it obtains the pairs of Cartesian products

({vk(l−1)
}, {v(k+1)(j−1)

, v(k+1)j} × {v(k+2)i , v(k+2)(i+1)}),

({vkl
, vk(l+1)

}, {v(k+1)j} × {v(k+2)i , v(k+2)(i+1)}).
We consider now the moment when the branch for the second pair is chosen. The MAC that is
performed at this moment will prune the value v(k+2)(i+1)

from xk+2. Therefore, at the next step,

the new Cartesian product pair found will be:

({vkl
, vk(l+1)

}, {v(k+1)j} × {v(k+2)i}).

This pair aggregates the second and the third branch of the algorithm MAC-CPR.

D.2.3.2 Theoretical results

Theorem D.4 Any two values that are aggregated at a step of MAC-CPR will also be aggregated
(or both rejected) during the corresponding set of steps of QMAC-CPR.

Proof. Two values vki
and vkj

of variable xk are aggregated by MAC-CPR only if they are neighborhood
interchangeable with all the future variables given their currently active domains. We will note the future
neighbor variables of the variable xk with {xk0 , xk1 , ..., xkl

...}. With QMAC-CPR, when the first future
neighbor variable xk0 is considered, the two values vki

and vkj
will also be aggregated because they needed

to be neighborhood interchangeable with xk0 in order to be aggregated by MAC-CPR.

By induction after the order of the considered future neighbor variable, if the values vki
and vkj

were

aggregated when the variable xkl
was considered, then we show that they will be also aggregated when the

variable xkl+1 is considered as future neighbor of variable xk. Indeed, both of them will behave identically

against all the values that were active in the domain of variable xkl+1 before xk0 was considered with xk,

from hypothesis. During all the process since that moment, the values of the domain of variable xkl+1

may have been only deactivated. Therefore the behavior of vki
and vkj

against the values still active in

xkl+1 could have remained only identical and the two values will be again aggregated. Of course, if all the

supports in xkl+1 were already deactivated for the two variables, then both of them will be simultaneously

rejected.

Corollary D.4.1 With QMAC-CPR we obtain at least the same aggregations obtained with MAC-
CPR. Any distinct Cartesian product obtained with MAC-CPR will be found with QMAC-CPR,
eventually merged with other Cartesian products.

The eventual additional aggregations were illustrated in Figure 3. Of course, if we would decide
to first perform at each MAC-CPR node the AC enforcement for all pairs of Cartesian products,
and then to try again to merge the partitions, all these before any child node is visited, even
stronger aggregations might be obtained. However, that may give much overhead for finding the
first solution. This alternative is subject to further research.
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variables QChecks/Checks First Solution DT

20 611/624 115/116 738/762
30 508/523 211/215 764/791
40 847/851 524/543 119/123
50 120/122 720/790 107/121
60 120/123 335/354 202/209
70 397/410 139/151 571/574
80 183/185 167/179 144/147

Table D.1: QMAC-CPR vs. MAC-CPR

D.2.3.3 Experiments for (Q)MAC-CPR

The most usual ways of measuring the efficiency of an algorithm searching for solutions in CSPs
are by counting the number of constraint checks and by measuring the time needed for solving
sets of real problems. The first measure is based on the consideration that the time needed for
maintaining the data structures is more or less fixed while the time needed for checking constraints
is the one that should be taken into account if such checks, with a complexity dependent on the
problem, become expensive. That is the case if checking a constraint reduces to solving a problem
or handling a device. If the cost of a constraint check is low, then the other costs will prevail and
the time measurement gives the most important information. However, the time measurement is
implementation and platform dependent.

A third way of measuring the efficiency of a backtracking, counts the number of expanded nodes
in the search tree, the tree that would represent the states of the run. Even if intuitively correct,
such measurements will be in certain cases cheated by algorithms that cluster several nodes into
one, without reducing the overall cost. It is seldom that the work done at one node with different
algorithms is identical.

Even if the number of expanded nodes in the QMAC-CPR algorithm is clearly higher than the
one of MAC-CPR, the cost of each node is expected to be at least proportionally lower.

We perform our tests on binary constraints. The experiments were performed in a Unix en-
vironment under usual load. Therefore the comparison of running time is not relevant. We will
however give an idea of time results. We have chosen to measure the performance in term of the
number of checks.

We have implemented FC-CPR and MAC-CPR where we maintain AC at each step using
AC3.1 and AC7.

As suggested before, the difference between MAC-CPR and the algorithm described
in (Haselböck 1993a) is that MAC-CPR computes the interchangeabilities dynamically, but it
does not use the statically computed ones during AC or for the discrimination tree. We have
also implemented the QMAC-CPR algorithm using AC3.1 and AC7. We have generated random
problems with 20 to 80 variables. Each variable participates to 3 binary constraints in average.
Each variable had a domain of size 8 and each constraint a tightness of 35. Those parameters were
chosen to generate the problems close to the peak of difficulty.

In Table D.1 we present the results obtained by comparing the algorithms on 50 examples of
each type. The second column presents the ratio between the number of constraint checks needed
to find all solutions with QMAC-CPR respectively with MAC-CPR. The third column presents
the same ratio when only the first solution was looked for.

The structure of QMAC-CPR reduces also the number of comparisons needed in order to built
the discrimination trees during the search for all solutions. The ratio of their number for QMAC-
CPR and MAC-CPR was given in the fourth column and suggests a very small improvement that
would be brought to FC-CPR in the search for all solutions. We have also verified that both versions
of MAC-CPR bring strong improvements compared with FC-CPR. Preliminary comparisons of the
two new algorithms versus MAC3.1 and MAC7 were also performed for 800 random problems with
40 variables, density of 30% and 8 values per domain. The improvements for either finding all
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Figure D.14: The average number of constraint checks for MAC7 and MAC-CPR. The number of
checks for finding only the first solution is shown with dashed lines.

solutions or for finding that no solution exists was of up to 20% in average for both time and
number of constraints checks, as shown in figure D.14. The first solution for loosely constraint
problems continues to be found quicker with MAC.

The number of the Cartesian products used to represent all solutions was sometimes different for
the two algorithms. This was due to the additional interchangeabilities that appear by maintaining
AC after each future variable is pruned. The QMAC-CPR may need less Cartesian products than
MAC-CPR as it succeeds to merge some of them. The inverse is never possible. However, the
averaged reduction has reveled to be seldom above one percent. Concerning the time comparisons,
we mention that the ratio of the averaged observed time oscillated of a few percents around 1.
Certain single cases were at maximum one order of magnitude better in time with one algorithm
than with the other.

D.2.3.4 Discussions

We have presented and evaluated two possible variants of backtracking on CPR using AC. MAC-
CPR is a straightforward extension. QMAC-CPR is more elaborated and exhibit better features
in theory. The empirical evaluation shows almost similar performances on random problems.
The empirical comparison against MAC7 shows some advantage of the new algorithms for over-
constrained problems.

CPR infers from the partial solution obtained for one value, partial results for other values of
the same variable. From this point of view, CPR belongs to the class of intelligent backtrackers.
Several researchers have tried to combine lookahead strategies with some learning techniques.
While CBJ (Kondrak 1994b) brings some improvements to FC, it seems to alter MAC (Bessière
& Régin 1996). The explanation can be that CBJ brings pruning at an average cost superior to
the average efficiency of MAC. But CPR offers high gains at low cost and therefore, integrating
it with lookahead strategies like MAC can be more successful than it was for the other learning
techniques.

Note also that a version of FC-CPR improved for finding the first solution is obtained by
eliminating the AC propagations from QMAC-CPR. Additional improvements to this technique
are possible, as we show at the end of this chapter, in Section 5.2.3.2.

An explanation of the low efficiency of (Q)MAC-CPR is that they are neither using nogoods
(for an intelligent trace of failure reasons) nor improving the granularity as mentioned in Chapter 5
for (Q)MAC-CPR2.

D.2.4 EMAC-CPR

We present a possible improvement of backtrackingdp (Haselböck 1993a) that incorporates features
of QMAC-CPR. This algorithm has not been implemented.
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procedure Solve(currCP,varCrt, varFut, currFD) do
if (varFut==nil) then

if (existsNextVar(varCrt)) then
v=getNextVar(varCrt);

39.1 add(currCP,domain(v));
newFD=project(currFD,v);
solve(currCP,v,getFirstFutVar(v),newFD);

else
ReportSolution(currCP);

return;

dt=DTenhanced(varCrt, varFut, currFD);
while (!empty(dt)) do

dts=next(dt);
39.2 newCP=intersectCP(currCP,dts,varCrt);
39.3 newFD=getFD(currFD,dts,varFut);

if (existFutureVariable(varCrt,varFut)) then
solve(newCP,varCrt,getNextFutVar(varCrt),newFD);

else
39.4 if (changesToDomains()) then

ACdp();
if (empty(newFD)) then

continue;

v=getNextVar(varCrt);
add(newCP,domain(v));
newFD=project(currFD,v);
solve(newCP,v,getFirstFutVar(v),newFD);

Algorithm 39: EMAC-CPR

We note withK the number of future neighbors of the current variable and with d the maximum
size of a currently active domain. As previously mentioned, the algorithm presented in (Haselböck
1993a) can be enhanced by using the structure of the new algorithm QMAC-CPR. Indeed, even
if AC is maintained only after pruning all the future neighbors of the current variable, that could
be done with the procedure described in algorithm Extended MAC-CPR (EMAC-CPR) presented
in Algorithm 39. Doing like QMAC-CPR, the cost of computing the intersection of the partial
interchangeable sets is reduced from the combinatorial worst case when all tuples of sets from all
partial interchangeable sets are considered, KnK , to nK by maintaining on the stack the partial
intersection of several such sets. In the presented algorithm, we propose to try to merge the stat-
ically computed partially interchangeable sets. That can be accomplished using a discrimination
tree algorithm (DTenhanced) over only one representative value of each of the precomputed sets.

The algorithm DTenhanced is the same as the one described in (Freuder 1991) with the only
difference that the substitutability that was obtained statically, like in (Haselböck 1993a), is re-
cursively used to obtain a dynamically computed one, as previously mentioned. It is obvious that
if two values belonging to two different neighborhood interchangeable sets can be merged (are in-
terchangeable), than the two sets can be merged. getFD will prune from the active domain of the
future variable implied in dts the values deactivated in dts. The changes to domains are recorded
whenever done (at lines 39.2,39.3) and they can launch an AC maintenance (at line 39.4). The
other functions of EMAC-CPR are the same with those in QMAC-CPR.
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